
 

 

Oasis guidance on behaviour, safety and formats for use/adapting in our new settings. 

If children can stay at home they should.  
This is clearly the first approach to keep the spread of coronavirus down. Discuss options for this with all as they attend or ask to attend the provision and 

explore whether this has been considered.  

Please emphasise the importance of social distancing and hand washing within this provision. Direct all to advice on self-isolation and hygiene. 

Safeguarding is and always will be our primary concern along with the general health and safety of all. The normal working procedures and high 

expectations in this area have not changed. 

It is important to remember that our schools as educational establishments are closed and we are keeping our buildings open to offer provision in line with 

government advice for vulnerable children and key workers.  

We recognise that this is a different and potentially difficult environment. We are also clear that this is an ambiguous position and regulation and guidance is 

only slowly emerging.  

Together we have to navigate through the coming weeks and months as best as we can making decisions that are sensible at the time but based on established 

rules and systems as well as being open to change and recognising the bigger picture. 

While staff initially may come into the academy building, we would like to move over time to a position of social distancing by having as many as possible 

working from home. Once the new norm becomes settled it would be prudent to limit academy contact by adults where possible.  

We are also aware that things change daily, so we have to be flexible. We must not forget that, as always, the standards we set are those we set as Oasis 

leaders. We all have high standards and expectations in all we do and that continues into our new, and hopefully temporary, world. 

As Oasis we recognise that leaders in schools know their individual context, families, children and staff best and there will be some degree of local decision 

making based on your knowledge, resources available and comfort levels. Relationships are the heart of our organisation and keeping great 

communications with all stakeholders is essential. 

 



 
 

 

Behaviour 

We do not feel that current legal requirements around exclusion are relevant in our new position. Therefore, we need to be clear about expectations in 

behaviour and conduct in our new role within the provision in our buildings and set suitable approaches.  Please see Appendix A below.  

Vulnerable children including EHCP and CP will be children with significant need. We should try and ensure that their provision is as close to their usual 

experience as possible in the context of the resources and staff we have available. Local decisions about the acceptable level of care given to these children 

must be made in the same manner as we would in our regular risk assessments. The code of conduct below should be adapted as much as possible for 

these children just as we would in regular school working. However, if as a principal you think the situation is unsafe for the child, other children or staff, 

then you would act as you would in normal practice. 

As a guideline 

• Each academy is to state their intended behaviour code and display it. It would be good to hand to any parent on the first visit. Your regular systems 

may need to be greatly slimmed down in procedure but will naturally form the basis of whatever you put in place. 

• Explain the code of conduct to children regularly 

• Ensure there is a simple reward system in place as well as a simple sanction structure 

• Ensure parent communications are used if behaviour is becoming an issue. 

• Look at the vulnerable children in your care and ensure the best possible individual processes are in place within the limitations of where you are 

practically and risk assess for next steps. RDs are there to support in this matter. 

• Inform the allocated social worker if the decision has to be made to stop a vulnerable child from attending the setting, but maintain the Academy 

‘keeping in touch’ process with the safeguarding team. 

Logging entrance to care provision 

It is important to remember 

1. Attendance must be logged in the manner stated and registers kept. Bromcom is the main vehicle for this. 



 
2. In the event other children who are not in Oasis attend (and currently we are not looking to do this but may come/be forced to that position , 

particularly if they are children of your staff (see also note below) -  systems must be in place to record their attendance, entry, exit and 3 contact 

details along with allergies, medical conditions and any surrounding information about primary carers and  safeguarding requirements 

3. There must be a clear staffing structure that ensures there is safeguarding cover, first aid cover and supervision/suitable leadership cover. 

4. The structure of the day must be clear with breaks, lunch and appropriate procedures about expected structures such as responsibility to tidy up, 

wash hands, attend at stated times etc 

It is always good to try and get parents to book in advance for care sessions to ensure adequate staff and food. Appendix B below gives a suggested format. 

You may want to add to, adapt or reformat this to fit your own personal context working. 

You may want to start a paper or IT based log in system for advance bookings. This could be a simple form to try and get some order to what may be a 

variable position that clearly impacts on staffing ratios and structure. 

The children of staff. Clearly it is in the best interest of children if they attend settings that they know, where people know how to treat them in line with 

normal working and a setting where their friends potentially attend. So teachers should first look to 

• Home isolate children wherever possible 

• Look to utilise care at the child’s regular setting 

• If the above two areas cannot be done then discuss expected working and attendance criteria with the principal to ensure clarity of working, care 

and behaviours. An agreement of what this looks like should be written and agreed by both the parent and the principal/ALT. 

As principal if you are not comfortable to offer care with the staff and resources you have, please look to shared sessions with local Oasis academies first 

and then if we cannot offer safe care then we do not offer it. 

  



 

Oasis Brislington behaviour model. This is a significantly different stance to the Oasis Brislington behaviour 

model to reflect the radically different environment, support structures and circumstance.  

While you are part of Oasis New Oak you will be expected to  

• Follow all instructions from any adult 

• Treat all others with care and respect 

• Help to keep the environment clean and safe and treat all equipment with care 

• Use language that is caring and suitable being polite at all times 

• Complete all tasks set to the best of your ability 

If you are a positive member of the care environment we will 

• Reward you by adding BCP’s – Brislington Charter Points 

• Keep your parents informed of your great effort, care and work 

If you do not follow our code of conduct, you will 

• Receive a CHANCE -verbal warning  

• If unacceptable behaviour continues the you will receive an ACTION 

• ACTION- your parent/carer will be phoned by the member of leadership team who is on duty 

• If unacceptable behaviour choices continue then we will have a meeting with your parent and you 

will be asked to stay away from the New Oak provision. 


